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Comments of the referee on the thesis highlights and shortcomings (following the 5 numbered 
aspects of your assessment indicated below). 
 

1) Theoretical background:  
 
The thesis (at least its title...“ the analysis will focus particularly on the detailed examination of one 
of the world’s most powerful terrorist organizations, namely the Islamic State“) promise to explain 
the nature of Da´esh (IS, ISIL or ISIS – many names for one group), particularly to answer the 
question whether Da´esh is a state-like entity (constructivist might even liken them to freedom 
fighters) or terrorist organisation with a strong inclination to the concept of territoriality (of sui 
generis). In fact the author provides rather a flat „analysis“ of the role of ideology, religion, 
propaganda practices, its financing etc. 
 
Mr. Imanov largely virtually ignores all significant theories of sovereign statehod or political 
territorility (or even hybrid warfare) thus it´s theoretically underresearched and fails to answer the 
main reserach question. 
 
 
2) Contribution:  
 
The author is trying to explain the rise of Da´esh and its internal effectiveness, however its ability is 
anything but new - organizations like FARC, Boko Haram, Al-Shabaab, LRA operate with a similar 
level of internal effectiveness/internal sovereignty. This does not mean their are state-like entities, 
the term state-within-state (King, Spears 2001) would be also applicable. 
 
Facts presented in the paper are rather well-known so I do see a very little value added in the thesis. 
Some statements like: “the opposition of the part of the NATO countries and some of the Arab 
states hasn’t yielded any fruitful results against the terrorists“ are at least ungrounded and does not 
correspond with reality on the ground.  
 
3) Methods:  



Main goal is clearly stated as well as the hypotheses and research questions. Unfortunately the 
author has not conceptualized basic terms like sovereign state, situation derogating from 
sovereignty so he might have barely met the ultimate goal of the thesis. 
 
 
4) Literature: The author quotes rather extensive, relevant and recent literature with regards to 
various aspects internal structure, financing, ideology of  Da´esh additional literature focused on 
theory of state would be beneficial. 
 
 
5) Manuscript form: The thesis is clear and well structured (including introduction and 
conclusion), the author uses appropriate language and the thesis has proper academic format. On the 
other side it demonstrates some basic flaws – misspellings, missing page numbering, the whole 
chapter 5 is highlighted in red.  
 
Although I am very sympathetic to analysis of the presented topic, I can not recommend this paper 
for a defence. 
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The referee should give comments to the following requirements: 
 
1) THEORETICAL BACKGROUND: Can you recognize that the thesis was guided by some theoretical fundamentals 
relevant for this thesis topic? Were some important theoretical concepts omitted? Was the theory used in the thesis 
consistently incorporated with the topic and hypotheses tested?  
Strong  Average  Weak 
20  10  0 points 
 
2) CONTRIBUTION:  Evaluate if the author presents original ideas on the topic and aims at demonstrating critical 
thinking and ability to draw conclusions based on the knowledge of relevant theory and relevant empirical material. Is 
there a distinct value added of the thesis (relative to knowledge of a university-educated person interested in given 
topic)? Did the author explain why the observed phenomena occurred? Were the policy implications well founded? 
Strong  Average  Weak 
20  10  0 points 
 

3) METHODS: Are the hypotheses for this study clearly stated, allowing their further verification and testing? Are the 
theoretical explanations, empirical material and analytical tools used in the thesis relevant to the research question 
being investigated, and adequate to the aspiration level of the study? Is the thesis topic comprehensively analyzed 
and does the thesis not make trivial or irrelevant detours off the main body stated in the thesis proposal? More than 10 
points signal an exceptional work, which requires your explanation "why" it is so). 
Strong  Average  Weak 
20  10  0 points 
 

4) LITERATURE REVIEW: The thesis demonstrates author’s full understanding and command of recent literature. 
The author quotes relevant literature in a proper way and disposes with a representative bibliography. (Remark: 
references to Wikipedia, websites and newspaper articles are a sign of poor research). If they dominate you cannot give 
more than 8 points. References to books published by prestigious publishers and articles in renowned journals give 
much better impression. 
Strong  Average  Weak 
20  10  0 points 

 

5) MANUSCRIPT FORM: The thesis is clear and well structured. The author uses appropriate language and style, 
including academic format for quotations, graphs and tables. The text effectively refers to graphs and tables, is easily 
readable and stimulates thinking.  
Strong  Average  Weak 
20  10  0 points 
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